Saving and Sharing Seeds
As you grow as a gardener and experience
success in your garden, please consider donating
and bringing some seeds back to share the fruits
of your labour with the Seed Library
commmunity.
The Seed Library will gratefully accept only
open-pollinated heirloom (non-hybrid,
non-GMO) seeds. We ask that you try your best
to take proper precautions to prevent cross
pollination. Seeds can be self, wind, or insect
pollinated.
Please refer to Seed Savers Exchange’s
“Crop-Specific Seed Saving Guide” for proper
isolation distances.

Thank you for donating your
harvested seeds to
St. Thomas Public Library!

Terms:
It is understood that gifts are freely given
without conditions attached and that all
donations will be used or disposed of as the
Library deems appropriate.

Returning Seeds
to the seed library
1. Bring your seeds back to the library after
they have been properly harvested, dried,
and cleaned. You can donate any seeds, not
just seeds donated from seed library plants.
Please bring only open-pollinated, heirloom
(non-hybrid, non-GMO) seeds.
2. Fill in the label on the provided envelope
found in the seed pouch. If you are donating
your own seeds or need additional seed
envelopes, please see one of our staff
members for instructions.
3. Place returned seeds in the “Seed
Donations” bin located at the main circulation
desk. Return your seed pouch with instruction
card to one of our staff members.

Seed Story

Seed Donation
Please complete as much information as possible
and attach it with your donation. Place your
donation in the donation bin at the main circulation
desk. Incomplete forms may mean that the seed
cannot be accepted for the seed library.
Common name:

Scientific name:

Garden Terminology
An Open-Pollinated Seed means that it is
not a hybrid and the seed will produce a plant
much like the one it came from.
A Hybrid is a cross of two parents, and the
seeds of a hybrid will revert back to
characteristics of one of the parents. There is no
way to predict what you’ll get from seed saved
from a hybrid plant.

Heirloom seeds come from open-pollinated

varieties which have been grown for so many
successive generations that their physical and
genetic qualities are fairly stable. These seeds will
be ‘true to type’ when saved.

Variety:

Original seed source (if known:)

Open-pollinated/Heirloom seeds*?
Yes

No

Not Sure

Location of harvest:

Date of harvest:

Name (optional):
If you have a story about your seeds to share,
please use the back of this form.
*See Garden Terminology for more information

For more information, contact:
Jonathan Mitchell
St. Thomas Public Library
153 Curtis Street, St. Thomas
(519) 631-6050 ext. 8013
jmitchell@stthomaspubliclibrary.ca
stthomaspubliclibrary.ca/using-the-library/
services/seed-library
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